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BY 
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Let T be a measurable transformation in a measure space (X, ffi, ft) 
(we assume the measurable sets to form a a-algebra lR). The transformation 
Tis called conservative, if every set WE ffi having the property W n T-kW = 0 
for all k> l is a ,u-null set. In particular, every measure preserving trans-
formation in a normed measure space (,u(X) = l) is conservative ( cf. 
[l] p. ll). 
It is well known that for a conservative transformation T the following 
weak version of POINCARE's recurrence theorem holds: if E is any set in ffi, 
then almost every point of E returns to E on its orbit 'under the action of T. 
Equivalently we have 
00 
E C U T-n E [ft] for all E E ffi; 
n=l 
(we write [,u] to indicate that the statement is to be interpreted modulo 
,u-null sets). Thus, for any E E ffi, the function rE assigning to an x E E 
its "least recurrence time" with respect to E, 
rE(x) =min {n: Tn x E E, n> l }, 
is defined almost everywhere on E. In fact, we have (' denoting com-
plements in X) 
E(n) = {x E E: rE(x) =n}= 
=En T-1 E' n ... n T-<n-1) E' n T-n E E ffi for n> l 
and 
00 
with pairwise disjoint measurable sets E(n)· As a consequence, rE is a 
measurable function defined a.e. on E (cf. [4], [5], [8]). 
If the conservative measurable transformation T also satisfies Tffi C ffi 
(i.e. TEE ffi for all E E ffi), then the statements mentioned above can be 
dualized in the following way: if E is any set in ffi, then almost every 
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point of Eisa return point on the orbit of some point in E. Equivalently 
we have 
00 
E C U Tn E [,u] for all E E ffi: 
n=l 
(cf. [2] Satz 3). Thus, for any E E ffi:, the function aE assigning to an 
.x E E its "least recurrence age" with respect to E, 
aE(X)= min {n: E (') T-n{x}#0, n;;;d} 
is defined almost everywhere on E. In fact, we have 
E<n> = {x E E: aE(x) =n}= 
=E (') (TE)' (') ... (') (Tn-lE)' rt TnE E ffi: for n;;;;.l 
and 
00 
E= U E<n> [,u] 
n=l 
with pairwise disjoint measurable sets E<n>. As a consequence, aE is a 
measurable function defined a.e. on E. 
A measurable transformation T is called ergodic if (modulo ,u) the only 
invariant measurable sets (T-lE=E [,u]) are 0 and X. The following 
theorem goes back to M. KAc [ 4] who has proved it for an invertible 
transformation T. 
'fheorem I: LetT be a measurable, measure preserving transformation 
in a normed measure space (X, ffi:, ,u). Then T is ergodic iff 
J rE(x) d,u(x) =I for all E E ffi: with ,u(E) > 0. 
E 
Generalizations of this theorem have been given, among others, by 
S. TsuRUMI [7] and K. JACOBS [3] who besides omitting the initial assump-
tion of invertibility also consider not necessarily ergodic transformations, 
and by F. B. WRIGHT [8] who also omits the assumption ,u(X)<oo (cf. 
also [5], [6]). 
The intention of this article is to dualize the statements of theorem I 
and its generalizations by using the function aE instead of the function rE. 
We shall therefore from now on always assume that T is measurable, 
conservative, and satisfies Tffi: C ffi:. 
In order to state these dualizations, for any E E ffi: we set 
00 
aE(x) = oo for all x E E\ U E<n> 
n=l 
and we define the set LE of "latecomers" (with respect to E) by 
00 
LE= {x E (U T-kE)\E: Tkx E E ==>- aE (Tkx)..;;;k}. 
k=l 
In other words, LE is the set of all points in E' having the following 
property: on their orbit under the action of T they actually arrive at 
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some p"oint y in E after a finite number of steps, but then there has also 
been a point in E which has arrived at y in at most the same number of 
steps (points in E having the preference, so to say). By lemma 1 below 
the set LEis measurable. As shall be shown in the sequel, theorem 1 may 
then be dualized as follows: 
Theorem 2: LetT be a measurable, measure preserving transformation 
in a normed measure space (X, ?R, f.l), satisfying Tm C ?R. Then Tis ergodic iff 
f aE(x)df.l(x) = 1- f.l(LE) for all E E ?R with f.l(E) > 0. 
E 
If T is invertible, then LE = 0 for every E E ?R and E<n> = Tn E <n> for 
all n > l. The statements of theorem 1 resp. 2 can then be deduced from 
one another in a fairly straight forward fashion. 
Let us call the transformation T essentially invertible, if 
T-IT E=T T-IE=E [/1] for all E E ?R. 
We shall also show the following theorem. 
Theorem 3: LetT be a measurable, measure preserving transformation 
in a normed measure space (X, ?R, f.l), satisfying T?R C ?R, and suppose 
f.l(TN) = 0 for all 11-null sets N E ?R. Then the following statement8 are 
equivalent: 
a) f aE(x)df.l(X)= 1 for all E E ?R with f.l(E)>O. 
E 
b) T is ergodic and essentially invertible. 
As an illustration of theorem 2, consider the transformation T in the 
unit interval X= [0, 1[ defined by 
Tx=2x (mod 1). 
All assumptions in the hypothesis of theorem 2 are satisfied if ?R denotes 
the a-algebra of Borel sets and if 11 denotes Lebesgue measure. It is well 
known that T is ergodic (cf. [1] p. 29). Consider the set 
E = [1/4, 1/2 [ u [3/4, 1 [. 
It may easily be checked that 
Indeed we obtain 
E<I> = [3/4, 1 [, 
E<2> = [1/4, 1/2[, 
E<n>=0 for n;>3, 
LE= [0, 1/8[ u [1/2, 5/8[, 
T-1 E<2> = [1/8, 1/4[ u [5/8, 3/4[. 
f aE(x)df.l(X) = 1·1/4 + 2 ·l/4 = 3/4 = 1- f.l(LE)· 
E 
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Note that X may be written as a disjoint union 
X= E<I) u E<2) u T-1 E<2) u LE. 
Before proceeding with a series of lemmas we observe that in order to 
00 
decide whether a point x E (U T-k E)\E belongs toLE it is sufficient to 
7<~1 
consider the smallest natural number k such that Tk x E E. Indeed, if 
aE(Tkx).;;;k, then whenever Tmx EE for a natural number m>k we have 
aE(Tmx)=aE(Tm-k Tkx) .;;;m-k<m. 
In all of the following lemmas we again suppose T to be a measurable, 
conservative transformation in a measure space (X, m, p,), satisfying 
Tmcm. 
Lemma l. LEE m for all E Em. If p,(T-lN) = 0 for all p,-null sets 
N Em, then 
oo oo n-1 
LE= U T-kE\U U T-k E<n> [p,]. 
k=O n=1 7<=0 




We shall show that 
oo oo n-1 oo 
LE= U T-k E\(U U T-k E<n> u U T-k E<oo>), 
7<=0 n=1 k=O 7<=0 
thereby proving both assertions at once. 
oo n-1 oo 
Indeed, for any x E ( U U T-k E<n> U U T-k E<oo>) we have Tkx E E<n> 
n=1 7<=0 7<~0 
for a certain pair (k, n) with O<;k<n<=· We conclude that either x EE 
or aE(Tkx)=n>k, in any case x f/= LE. Thus we have proved 
00 CX) R-1 00 
LE C U T-k E\( U U T-k E<n> u U T-k E<oo>). 
7<=0 n=1 k~O k=O 
oo oo n-1 oo 
On the other hand, let an x E U T-k E\( U U T-kE<n> u U T-k E<oo>) 
k~O n~1 k=O k~O 
be given. Then we have x f/= E and there exists a least natural number k 
such that Tkx E E, in fact Tkx E E<n> for some natural number n.;;;k. 
Thus we obtain aE(Tkx).;;;k and, by the remarks preceding lemma l, 
x E LE. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
00 00 00 
Lemma 2. u (T-nE<n> (""'\ E') c LE c u u T-k (T-n E<n> nE') for 
all E Em. n=1 n~1 k~O 
Proof. Consider any x E T-n E<n> fl E' (n;;;. l). Then we have 
aE(T"x) =nand therefore x E LE. Let now an element x E LE be given and 
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let m be the smallest natural number such that Tmx E E. By definition 
of LE we have Tmx E E<n> for some integer n satisfying l <n<m. It 
follows that O<k=m-n<m and 
Tn+kx E E<n>, 
Tkx E T-n E<n>. 
Since m was minimal with the property Tmx E E we obtain 
Tkx E T-n E<n> n E', 
X E T-k (T-n E<n> n E'). 
Lemma 3. Suppose that f.-l(T-1N)=0 for all f.-l-null sets NEat and let 
E E at be given. Then the following statements a) and b) are equivalent: 
a) f.-l(LE)=O. 
b) T-n E<n>=E(n) [#] for all n;;;d. 
If moreover f.-l(TN) = 0 for all #~null sets N Eat, then a) implies the following 
statement c) : 
c) T-1 TE =T T-1E =E [#J. 
Proof. a)=- b): Let n> l be given. First we note that rE(x)=n for 
every x E T-n E<n> n E. Thus in any case we have T-nE<n> n E C E<n>· 
From lemma 2 and our assumption a) it follows that T-nE<n> n E' is a 
wnull set. Thus we obtain 
T-n E<n> = (T-n E<n> n E) u (T-n E<n> n E') C E<n> [f.-l]. 
In order to show the reverse inclusion E<n> C T-n E<n> [f.-l] we distinguish 
two cases. 
1X) n= l. From the obvious inclusion TE<1> C E<1l we deduce 
E <1> C T-1 E<1l. 
(Note that even TE(1) =E<1l holds in general.) 
(J) n > 2. For any x E E <n> \T-n E<n> the following relations hold: 
Tkx E E' for l <k<n, 
Tnx E E\E<n>, 
aE (Tnx)<n. 
We conclude aE(Tn-1Tx) <n-l and therefore Tx E LE. Thus the set 
T(E(n)\T-n E<n>) is a #-null set and so is E(n)\T-nE<n> by the hypothesis 
of lemma 3. 
b)=- a): Assumption b) implies f.-l(T-n E<n> n E') = 0 and, by our hy-
oo 00 
pothesis, #( U U T-k (T-nE<n> n E')) = 0. From lemma 2 we conclude 
n-1 k=O f.-l(LE) = 0. 
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a) ~c): The equation T T-1E =E [,u] already follows from the con-
servativity of the transformation T (cf. [2] Satz 1). Furthermore, by b) 
we have 
00 00 
E = U E<n> = U T-n E<n> [,u] 
n~l n~l 
and by the hypothesis stated in the lemma 
00 
p-1 T E = U T-1 T p-n E<n> [,u ]. 
n~l 
Since, in general, for n:;;;, 1 we have 
T-1 T T-n A =T-n A 
for any set A C X, we conclude 
00 00 
T-1 T E = U T-1 T T-n E<n> = U T-n E<n> =E [,u]. 
n~l n~l 
Remark. The example preceding lemma 1 shows that the implica-
tion c) ~ a) is false in general. Indeed, for the set E exhibited there we 
have T-1 T E =T T-1 E =E but ,u(LE) > 0. 
Lemma 4. Let E E ffi be given. Then 
T-k E<n> n T-i E<m> =0 for O<;k<n 
O<;i<m 
(k, n) =!= (i, m). 
Proof. Suppose for some i, k, m, n subject to the mentioned restrictions 
there was an x E T-k E<n> n T-i E<m>. Without loss of generality we may 
distinguish the following two cases: 
ex) i<k. Then we have 
Tk-i Tix=Tkx E E<n> C E 
with Tix EE. Thus aE(Tkx)<;k-i<n, a contradiction. 
{3) i = k, m =1= n. Then we have 
n = aE(Tkx) = aE(Tix) = m, a contradiction. 
Lemma 4 dualizes the statement of [2] Hilfssatz 4a). In what follows 
we shall use the notation 
00 
E= U T-k E for E E ffi. 
k~O 
Note that in view of the conservativity of the transformation T, the set 
E is the smallest (modulo ,u) invariant measurable subset of X containing E. 
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Theorem 4. Let T be a measurable, conservative, measure preserving 
transformation in a measure space (X, fft, p..), satisfying Tfft C fft. Then 
for all E E m we have 
f aE(x) dp..(x) = p..(E\LE); 
E 
in particular 
f aE(x) dp..(x) = p..(E)- p..(LE) if p..(E) < oo. 
E 
Proof. A straightforward computation gives 
oo n-1 
p..(E\LE)=p..(U U T-k E<n>) (by lemma 1) 
n~1 k~o 
oo n-1 
= 2 2 p..(T-k E<n>) (by lemma 4) 
n~1 k~O 
(since T is measure preserving) 
= f aE (x) dp.. (x). 
E 
From theorem 4 we deduce theorem 2 as corollary, taking into account 
that a conservative transformation T is ergodic iff E =X [p..] for all E E 9t 
with p..(E) > 0. Similarly, theorem 3 is obtained as a corollary of the follow-
ing theorem. 
Theorem 5. LetT be a measurable, measure preserving transformation 
in a finite measure space (X, fft, p..), satisfying Tfft C 9t and suppose 
p..(TN) = 0 for all p..-null sets N E m. Then the following statements are equi-
valent: 
a) s aE(x) dp..(x) = p..(E) for all E Em. 
E 
b) T is essentially invertible. 
Proof. a)~ b): From a) we conclude p..(LE) = 0 for all E E 9t by 
theorem 4. The implication then follows from lemma 3c). 
b) ~ a): For a given set E E m and any integer n > 1 consider the 
set Fn=T-nE<n> n E. By the very definition of E<n> we have TnFn=E<n>. 
Using our assumption b) we obtain 
and therefore 
T-n E<n> n E' = 0 [p..], 
p..(LE) = 0 
Th13 assumption then follows from theorem 4. 
(by lemma 2). 
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Remark. The assumption #(X)<oo and fh(TN)=O for all #-null sets 
N Em in the hypothesis of theorem 5 have only been used in the proof 
of the implication a)=* b). Thus the implication b)=* a) is also valid 
without these assumptions. 
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